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abstract

We introduce the idea of deterring undesirable behaviors by raising incivility awareness—sensitivity to when one is violating norms of civil behavior. We demonstrate that this approach is effective in deterring pedestrians from crossing intersections at red lights, which is a serious worldwide safety problem. In three field experiments conducted at urban intersections (involving more than 12,000 total observations), we found that posting signs raising pedestrians’ incivility awareness significantly reduced red-light crossing rates. We also found that the incivility-awareness message of “Crossing at the red light is uncivil” made those signs more effective than signs with messages that emphasized the importance of not crossing at a red light (“Don’t cross at the red light”), civil behavior (“Waiting for the green light is civil”), safety (“Waiting for the green light is good for safety”), and danger (“Crossing at the red light is bad for safety”).

Psychological science delivers insights that can be used to develop cost-effective interventions to tackle real-world problems, ranging from improving influenza vaccination rates to encouraging retirement saving. In this article, we introduce a new psychology-based intervention—raising incivility awareness—and we explain how we tested its ability to induce pedestrians to follow traffic rules.

We chose pedestrian protection as a test case because it is a worldwide safety problem. For example, about 0.3 million pedestrians worldwide were killed in road traffic in 2016, and many more were injured. Many pedestrian casualties occur because pedestrians violate traffic rules and cross intersections when the light is red. Doing so not only endangers the pedestrian but also hinders the smooth flow of traffic, resulting in traffic jams and delays. Some governments tackle the problem by having police officers patrol crosswalks, but this consumes extensive human and financial resources.

Two lines of psychology research suggest that raising people’s incivility awareness—their sensitivity to whether they are behaving uncivilly—could help deter pedestrian red-light crossing. One focuses on social desirability. Research shows that people are motivated to avoid socially undesirable behaviors to maintain a positive public image. This means that raising incivility awareness could lead people to expect that others would disdain their uncivil behavior, which could damage their positive image. The other line of research is on loss aversion. People are more responsive to negatively framed messages than to positively framed messages, because the pain of losing is more powerful than the pleasure of gaining something equivalent. This suggests that highlighting the negativity of uncivil behaviors would be more effective than highlighting the positivity of civil behaviors.

Drawing on these insights, we propose a new pedestrian-safety intervention that relies on raising people’s incivility awareness. This intervention would remind pedestrians to consider their image, especially their public image, before acting and highlight how crossing the street while the light is red is a negative act of incivility. Our intervention aims to nudge pedestrians to obey red do-not-walk signals and refrain from crossing the street when they do not have the right-of-way. It is important to note that this intervention is easy to implement and virtually free.

To test whether raising pedestrians’ incivility awareness deters red-light crossing, we posted a sign with the message “Crossing at the red light is uncivil” on each side of a crosswalk and conducted three studies of pedestrian behavior at crosswalks in a large city. (See Figure 1 for a sample scene from our research.) The first study was a preliminary test of our hypothesis. The second study expanded on the first by comparing the incivility-awareness message with other messages, and the third examined how long the effect persists. We conducted our studies at three busy, unpatrolled intersections, each in a different district of Shanghai, the city in China with the largest urban population. The time and duration of each experiment were predetermined, and the sample size depended on pedestrian traffic.

Figure 1. A scene from the research
Study 1
Method
In Study 1, we tested the effectiveness of an incivility-awareness sign by comparing crossing rates under three conditions. The first condition was a no-sign control, when we posted no signs. The second condition used a no-crossing imperative, during which we posted signs that directly ordered pedestrians not to cross—a common method of attempting to prevent red-light crossing. We did this by erecting two 110-cm × 70-cm signs, one on each side of the crosswalk, that read “不要乱闯红灯” (Don’t cross at the red light). The third condition, incivility awareness, involved replacing the imperative no-crossing signs with two equally sized incivility-awareness signs that read “乱闯红灯没素质” (Crossing at the red light is uncivil).

The study proceeded over the course of seven hours (9:30–11:30 a.m. and 12:30–5:30 p.m.) on a weekday at one of the crosswalks of a busy intersection, where each red light lasted about 85 seconds. We rotated among the three conditions every hour, with each condition lasting about 20 minutes.

Data were collected by two research assistants who were unaware of the study’s hypotheses and remained far enough away from the signs that the pedestrians would not notice them. For each red light, the research assistants recorded (a) the total number of street crossers, defined as those who arrived at either side of the crosswalk while the light was red and wanted to cross the street, and (b) the total number of red-light violators, defined as those street crossers who crossed the street while the light was red. These numbers allowed us to calculate the violation rate—the percentage of people who arrived at the red light and then crossed while the light was red.

Results
Of the 2,022 street crossers observed, 832, or 41%, were red-light violators. A chi-square test found a significant difference in violation rates across the three conditions, $p < .001$ (see Figure 2). (The chi-square details for all results in Study 1 and Study 2 are in the Supplemental Material. See note A for information on the statistical terms used in this article.)

Figure 2. Violation rates in Study 1
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Note. The error bars represent ±1 standard error. See note A for information on the statistical terms used in this article.

“people are motivated to avoid socially undesirable behaviors to maintain a positive public image”
The violation rate was only 23.9% for incivility awareness, the lowest violation rate across the three conditions, as opposed to 64.6% for the no-sign control, $p < .001$, and 32.5% for the no-crossing imperative, $p = .001$. (See the Supplemental Material for hour-by-hour statistics.)

Study 1 therefore provided initial evidence that prompting incivility awareness was effective. It is possible that the incivility-awareness signs were more effective than having no signs simply because they were more salient and attention-grabbing than the normal red-light signal. However, this salience cannot explain the difference between the rates of crossing in the incivility-awareness condition and the no-crossing-imperative condition, as the signs used in these conditions were the same size and had the same appearance. Nor could it explain the differences between the incivility-awareness condition and the other three sign conditions in Study 2, as we report next.

**Study 2**

Because people commonly associate traffic violations with a lack of safety, in Study 2, we included signs that reminded pedestrians that they were safer when they obeyed crossing signals. We compared the data from the incivility-awareness condition with the data from four other conditions: no sign, safety awareness, danger awareness, and civility awareness. We predicted that the two kinds of civility-related signs would be more effective than the two kinds of safety-related signs. This is because most pedestrians are probably already aware of the safety risks of crossing a street against a traffic light and so would be less likely to take note of the safety-related signs. Further, safety is an issue affecting only the self, whereas an incivility sign draws attention to not only one’s self-image but also one’s public image, as discussed earlier.

We further predicted that the negatively framed signs would be more effective than the corresponding positively framed signs because of loss aversion and negativity bias. Because we expected negative messages to be more effective than positive ones and civility messages to be more effective than safety messages, we expected the incivility-awareness condition to be the most effective condition in the study.

**Method**

In Study 2, we followed the same procedure as in Study 1, except for the following details. In Study 2, the positively framed signs included a thumbs-up icon, and the negatively framed signs included a thumbs-down icon. We conducted this study at one of the crosswalks of a busy intersection, where each red light lasted 80 seconds before 2:50 p.m. and 60 seconds after 2:50 p.m. It included roughly 6.5 hours of observations (10 a.m.–11 a.m. and 12 p.m.–5:35 p.m.) on a weekday. For the first six hours, we rotated among the five conditions every hour, with each condition lasting about 12 minutes. For the last 35 minutes, we rotated one more time, with each condition lasting about seven minutes. The signs read as follows in the various conditions:

- For the safety-awareness condition, “等待绿灯有利安全” (Waiting for the green light is good for safety)
- For the danger-awareness condition, “乱闯红灯不利安全” (Crossing at the red light is bad for safety)
- For the civility-awareness condition, “等待绿灯有素质” (Waiting for the green light is civil)
- For the incivility-awareness condition, “乱闯红灯没素质” (Crossing at the red light is uncivil)

**Results**

Of the 2,847 street crossers observed, 993, or 35%, were red-light violators. A chi-square test
found that the violation rate differed significantly across the five conditions, \( p < .001 \).

As we predicted, the incivility-awareness condition was the most effective of the five conditions at mitigating red-light crossing, with a violation rate of only 23.1%. This rate was lower than the rates in any of the other conditions—49.2% in the no-sign control condition, 37.4% in the safety-awareness condition, 30.7% in the danger-awareness condition, and 29.6% in the civility-awareness condition, all with \( ps < .015 \) (see Figure 3). (See the Supplemental Material for hour-by-hour statistics.)

We further found that the civility-focused signs were more effective than the safety-focused signs (\( p < .001 \)). Between the two safety-focused signs, the negatively framed sign was more effective (\( p = .019 \)). Between the two civility-focused signs, the negatively framed sign was also more effective (\( p = .013 \)).

**Study 3**

**Method**

In Study 3, we tested whether the incivility-awareness effect lasts after people have seen the signs repeatedly—in other words, whether repeated viewing makes the effect wear off. We conducted this study over four weeks (from Thursday of week 1 to Friday of week 4) at one of the crosswalks of a busy intersection, where each red light lasted for 55 seconds. We selected this crosswalk partly because it was near a school and multiple residential buildings, which meant that the pedestrians there likely crossed that intersection daily. This allowed us to test whether our signs had an enduring effect among pedestrians who probably saw them repeatedly.

We did not post any signs on the first and last days of the four-week test period. This was our control condition. We treated all the interim days as treatment conditions. We erected two incivility-awareness signs on each side of the crosswalk from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on all the interim days; the signs were identical to the signs used in Study 2. We collected data the same way we did in the other studies for a total of four hours (11:30 a.m.–1:30 p.m. and 3:00 p.m.–5:00 p.m.) every Thursday and Friday.

**Results**

Of the 7,792 street crossers observed, 3,215, or 41%, were red-light violators. Figure 4 shows the day-by-day results. (See the Supplemental Material for hour-by-hour results.) On the first day of the experiment, when the incivility-awareness signs were not yet present, the violation rate was 66.2%. On the second day, after the incivility-awareness signs were erected, the violation rate dropped to 30.3%. Violation
rates remained below 37% on each interim day (all \( p < .001 \)), although they increased somewhat over time. It is important to note that on the last day of the experiment, when the signs were removed, the violation rate rebounded to 58.9%, which was significantly higher than the rate when the signs were present (all \( p < .001 \)). These results suggest that incivility-awareness signs may keep the red-light violation rate low even when people see them repeatedly. The results also suggest that the effect may vanish once the signs are removed, suggesting that continuous reinforcement is needed.

**Discussion**

With this research, we introduce incivility awareness as a method of deterring undesirable behaviors and test its effectiveness in the context of pedestrian traffic violations. Our findings raise questions that we hope future researchers will address.

First, for our intervention to be useful, it should have a sustainable effect. Although the results of Study 3 show that pedestrians continued responding to the signs for four weeks, we do not know if the effect would eventually wear off or how much longer it could last.

Second, the signs we used are larger and less formal than the typical stop sign. We do not know whether smaller and more official-looking signs would be similarly effective.

Third, we have focused on the benefits of incivility awareness rather than the costs, such as potentially upsetting pedestrians, and have not determined whether the benefits outweigh the costs.

Fourth, we compared the incivility-awareness method against only a limited number of alternatives; we do not know if more effective methods exist. For example, would a frightening picture showing the dead body of a red-light crosser killed by a passing truck be more effective?

Finally, we have demonstrated only the effect of incivility awareness and have yet to pinpoint the underlying psychological mechanism that
makes it work. For example, we do not know the extent to which our effect is driven by concerns about public image, namely, fear of losing face in front of others.\textsuperscript{23}

Understanding the underlying psychological mechanism could help in identifying the settings in which an incivility-awareness intervention would be most effective. If the effect is driven primarily by concerns about public image, as opposed to concerns about self-image, then we would predict that incivility-awareness interventions will be more effective at deterring undesirable behaviors that occur in public venues where other people are around (for example, crossing on red lights and talking loudly on public transportation) than undesirable behaviors that occur in private venues where no other people are around (for example, not washing one’s hands after using the restroom). We also predict that incivility-awareness interventions would be more effective in crowded venues than in uncrowded ones, such as on a busy street rather than on a quiet street.

We further predict that if public-image concerns are a driving force behind the behavior change, incivility-awareness interventions will be more effective in collectivistic cultures such as China, where people are more concerned about potential loss of face\textsuperscript{23,24} than are people in individualistic cultures such as the United States.

We expect future researchers to test these speculations and identify the limitations of our intervention. We also hope that future researchers will test whether our intervention can be used as a nudge to deter undesirable behaviors beyond red-light crossing, such as cutting in line, littering, and not wearing a face mask in public places during a pandemic. We hope that our method can make our environment not only safer, but also friendlier, cleaner, and healthier.

\textbf{endnote}

A. From the editors to nonscientists: For any given data set, the statistical test used—such as the chi-square ($\chi^2$), the \(t\) test, or the \(F\) test—depends on the number of data points and the kinds of variables being considered, such as proportions or means. The \(p\) value of a statistical test is the probability of obtaining a result equal to or more extreme than what would be observed merely by chance, assuming that there are no true differences between groups under study (this assumption is referred to as the \textit{null hypothesis}). Researchers traditionally view \(p < .05\) as the cutoff for statistical significance, with lower values indicating a stronger basis for rejecting the null hypothesis. Standard deviation is a measure of the amount of variation in a set of values. Approximately two-thirds of the observations fall between one standard deviation below the mean and one standard deviation above the mean. Standard error uses standard deviation to determine how precisely one has estimated a true population value from a sample. For instance, if one took enough samples from a population, the sample mean ±1 standard error would contain the true population mean around two-thirds of the time.
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In the three studies, 41%, 35%, and 41% of pedestrian street crossers were red-light violators.

2,022, 2,847, and 7,792 study samples were observed for street crossers.
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